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HEALTHCARE SCIENCE WEEK
ACTIVITY TOOLKIT
National Healthcare Science Week, run by the office of the
Chief Scientific Officer, is an annual celebration and
opportunity to raise awareness of the many diverse and
interesting careers in healthcare science and inspire the
scientific workforce of the future. It is a great opportunity to
bring together the diverse professions and showcase the
vital role they play in patient care, diagnosis and treatment
to the public.

This toolkit aims to help you plan and develop effective
celebratory events across your trust, region and local
community to make the most of Healthcare Science Week.
Use this toolkit to see who you should be engaging with,
different activity ideas and top tips to get you started.

Who to engage with to
ensure success, engage
widely with stakeholders

THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
WHY: The national head of the profession for all healthcare
scientists, this office leads the promotion and resource
development for the week.
HOW: The office is keen to help promote your work and
provide a platform to raise the profile of scientists within the
NHS.
Ensure that you tag them in your tweets at
#WeHCScientists #HCSweek21 and get in touch via email

employer in your community. By engaging with this
younger group, you can help to influence the subject
choices they make which could inspire a future career in
healthcare science.
HOW: Conduct virtual sessions with schools and colleges
sp students can learn more about the environment they
could potentially work in.
HEALTHCARE SCIENCE PROFESSIONAL BODIES
WHY: Professional bodies are always keen to promote
the activities of their members.
HOW: Share your plans and they may feature your
organisation in the next edition of their newsletter.
Remember to include them in your Healthcare Science Week
tweets and social media activity.

COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT AND LOCAL MEDIA
WHY: Your communications colleagues can really help with
raising awareness, engaging key staff and ensuring your
activities are successful.

on england.cso@nhs.net to let them know your plans

CSO HCS REGIONAL LEAD & LEAD HEALTHCARE SCIENTIST
WHY: Your HCS regional lead and trust’s lead healthcare
scientist can bring passion and expertise to the planning and
delivery of your events and will be able to accurately
represent science careers to the public.
HOW: Ensure you book dates in their diary early and support
them to plan activities. If you’re not sure who your trust lead
is, you can contact england.cso@nhs.net to find out.

HEALTHCARE SCIENCE AMBASSADORS
WHY: Healthcare science ambassadors work mainly with
school age children from key Stage 1 all the way through to
key stage 4 and beyond, bringing the world of science in
health to life. They will have contacts with local schools in
the area and be able to facilitate new relationships.
HOW: There are around 400 ambassadors across the country
and you can find your local ambassador hub (and
register to be one), by visiting www.stemnet.org.uk/
ambassadors

HOW: Work with your communications department to
create a communication plan and engage with your local
media to schedule your planned activity in the local
newspaper or on the radio and engage as widely as possible
in your local community.

UNIVERSITIES
WHY: Here you can engage with those already interested in
science and help to put healthcare science in the NHS at the
forefront of their career aspirations.
HOW: Consider approaching science societies and clubs to
ensure members are aware of the opportunities available in
the NHS.

NEIGHBOURING TRUSTS
WHY: Linking up your activities with neighbouring
organisations can pool resources and increase your audience
reach and chance of success. Sharing capacity, knowledge and
good practice are just a few examples of the benefits of
working collaboratively for healthcare science week.
HOW: Contact your neighbouring counterpart and find out
what activities they have planned.

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
WHY: Working with education providers is a fantastic way
to inspire young people and promote the NHS as a leading
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